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PG (NEW) CBCS 

M.A. Semester-IV Examination, 2020 

EDUCATION 

PAPER: EDN 403 
(GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING) 

 

Full Marks: 40         Time: 2 Hours 
 

Answer any one question of the following: (400 words)   40X1=40 

  

1. Explain the major’s principal of guidance. Discuss the characteristics of guidance. 

Write a brief note on different aspects of educational guidance. Write is individual 

guidance.         10+10+16+4 

2. What is counselling? Discuss the roles of personal counselling. What is group 

counselling? Write the role of group counselling. Differentiate between guidance 

and counselling.        4+16+12+8 

3. What is clinical counselling? Briefly discuss the different techniques of 

counselling. Different between directive and non-directive counselling. Write the 

four limitation of group counselling.     10+12+4+14 

4. Point out some advantage of follow-up process. Write the essentials of good 

guidance programme. What is the career counselling? Write the some barriers of 

career development.        14+12+12+2 

5. Discuss the main objective of vocational guidance at secondary level. Write the 

functions of vocational guidance and personal guidance. Write the two roles of 

parents in counselling.       15+15+10 

6. State the functions of job satisfaction. Difference between work and job. Explain 

any one measuring of job satisfaction. Describe briefly difference between 

counselling and psychotherapy.      4+10+14+12 

7. Discuss the different areas of counselling. Discuss the roles of personal 

counselling. Write the essentials of good guidance programme. 10+15+15 

8. Write the natures of educational guidance. Short note on vocational guidance and 

individual guidance.        10+15+15 

9. Discuss the basic principles of personal counselling. Write the educational 

implication of personal counselling. Point out the advantage and disadvantage of 

rehabilitation counselling.       15+15+10 
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10.  State the characteristics of effective counsellor. Describe the role of counsellor. 

Discuss the educational role of parents and teachers in guidance and counselling.

           10+15+15 

11. Point out the essentials of good guidance programme. What is follow-up process 

and its characteristics? Discuss the role of personnel in guidance programmes. 

           15+10+15 

12. Difference between the Decision making and group counselling. State the 

functions of career counselling and write a note on vocational development. Write 

the steps of job description and some advantage of job satisfaction.   

           15+15+10  
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